
Line of intersection of 2 planes

Direction vector v of the line of intersection: v =  n1×n2 will do

Find a point a on the line by putting z=0 in both of the plane equations and 
solving simultaneous equations for x and y.

Line of intersection is r = a + tv

Now try:  Ex.5F Q.3, Ex.5G Q.9 (a), (b)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Distance from a point to a plane, or between two parallel planes

Write the plane in form r.n=D where n is a unit vector, then distance from the
origin to the plane is D.

To get the distance to the plane from a point x which is not the origin
If E=x.n distance from x to plane r.n=D is E-D

Now try: Ex.5F Q.9, Q.10, Ex.5G Q.6, Q.13 (distance between a line 
parallel to a plane, and the plane, is the same as the distance from any 
point – might as well be the “a” point – on the line to that plane); 
Review Exercises 2 Q.16 p.195



Shortest distance from a point
to a line

Area of parallelogram = d |b|

= | (s - a)×b |

so d = | (s - a)×b | / |b|

Shortest distance between two
parallel lines

Choose any point you like on the
first line, and find the shortest distance from that point to the second line.

Now try Ex.5F Q.12; Review Exercises 2 Q.19 p.196

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Distance d between two skew lines r1 = a1 + λ1b1 and r2 = a2 + λ2b2

The shortest-distance displacement = d b1×b2 =  a1 - a2

So d = (a1 - a2).(b1×b2)/|b1×b2|

if a1 and a2 are chosen as the ends of the shortest-distance displacement.

Because (a1 + λ1b1 - a2 - λ2b2).(b1×b2) = (a1 - a2).(b1×b2) that formula works 
even if a1 and a2 aren't the ends of the shortest-distance displacement.

Now try Ex.5F Q.11, Ex.5G Q.1, 2, 3

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Angle between planes

Check the book and try Ex.5F Q.4,5; Ex.5G Q.11. Angle between lines 
Ex.5G Q.16

Angle between line and plane

Check the book and try Ex.5F Q.8; Ex.5G Q.12


